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Abstract

We compare phenomenological results from 3+1d quasiparticle anisotropic hydrodynamics (aHy-

droQP) with experimental data collected in RHIC 200 GeV Au-Au collisions. We present com-

parisons of identified particle spectra in different centrality clases, charged particle multiplicity

versus pseudorapidity, identified particle multiplicity versus centrality across a wide range of par-

ticle species, identified particle elliptic flow versus transverse momentum, and charged particle

elliptic flow as a function of transverse momentum and rapidity. We use the same aHydroQP and

hadronic production/feed down codes that were used previously to describe LHC 2.76 TeV data.

The aHydroQP hydrodynamic model includes the effects of both shear and bulk viscosities in addi-

tion to an infinite number of transport coefficients computed self-consistently in the relaxation time

approximation. To convert to the final state hadrons, we use anisotropic Cooper-Frye freeze-out

performed on a fixed-energy-density hypersurface and compute the production/feed down using

a customized version of Therminator 2. We find good agreement with many heavy-ion collision

observables using only smooth Glauber initial conditions parameterized by an initial central tem-

perature of T0 = 455 MeV, a constant shear viscosity to entropy density ratio η/s = 0.179, and a

switching (freeze-out) temperature of TFO = 130 MeV.

PACS numbers: 12.38.Mh, 24.10.Nz, 25.75.Ld, 47.75.+f, 31.15.xm

Keywords: Quark-gluon plasma, Relativistic heavy-ion collisions, Anisotropic hydrodynamics, Equation of

state, Quasiparticle, Boltzmann equation
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions (URHICs) performed at the Relativistic Heavy Ion

Collider (RHIC) at Brookhaven National Laboratory and the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)

at CERN aim to create and study the properties of a deconfined quark-gluon plasma (QGP).

At zero baryochemical potential, the QGP is expected to be generated when temperatures

exceed approximately 155 MeV. In the QGP phase, quarks and gluons, which are liberated

from incoming nuclei, are the relevant degrees of freedom. In the high-energy limit, color

transparency results in the central rapidity region of the matter generated in such collisions

having net baryon number close to zero which mimics conditions generated in the early

universe, however, the lifetime of the QGP created in URHICs is on the order of 10 fm/c,

which begs the question of whether or not the matter generated can be described using

models which assume that the system is in local isotropic thermal equilibrium. The ability

of ideal hydrodynamics to qualitatively describe soft hadron production and flow [1–3] led

to early claims that the QGP was isotropic and thermal on a time scale on the order of 0.5

fm/c (see e.g. [4–9]).

We now know that this claim was premature and that the QGP generated in URHICs is

most likely momentum-space anisotropic in the local rest frame (LRF) of the matter, with

the anisotropies being largest at early times τ <∼ 2 fm/c and near the transverse/longitudinal

edges of the QGP at all times [10–12]. Traditionally, the existence of LRF momentum-space

anisotropies is accounted for in the context of second-order viscous hydrodynamics by for-

mally expanding in a gradient expansion around a locally isotropic and thermal state. Early

work along these lines was presented in a series of papers by Mueller, Israel, and Stew-

art (MIS) decades ago [13–15]. The success of viscous relativistic hydrodynamics resulted

in many works which have improved upon the MIS formalism and the resulting improved

second-order hydrodynamical models have had great phenomenological success in describing

a host of URHIC data [16–47]. Currently, there is a concerted effort to quantitatively ex-

tract QGP properties such as the average initial central temperature of the QGP, its shear

viscosity, its bulk viscosity, jet energy loss, heavy quark momentum diffusion constant, etc.

For recent reviews of relativistic hydrodynamics in the context of the QGP, we refer the

reader to Refs. [48–50].

In parallel to these developments in second-order viscous hydrodynamics theory and phe-
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nomenology, there have been theoretical and phenomenological works dedicated to relaxing

the assumption that the QGP is close to local isotropic thermal equilibrium in order to

better account for large deviations from isotropy. To address this issue, a framework called

anisotropic hydrodynamics (aHydro) was introduced [51, 52]. This framework allows one

to describe a system that is far from equilibrium (isotropy) without breaking important

physics constraints such as the positivity of the one-particle distribution function, etc. In

all cases where exact solutions to the Boltzmann equation are available, it has been found

that aHydroQP provides a much better approximation to the exact solutions than standard

second-order schemes, particularly when the system is far from equilibrium [53–61].

There has been a significant body of work produced since the two early aHydro papers

[51, 52], which has extended the aHydro formalism to full 3+1d dynamics, self-consistent

inclusion of non-conformality of the QGP using a quasiparticle framework, etc. [56, 60, 62–

79]. For a recent aHydro review, we refer the reader to Ref. [12]. In this paper, we will

use quasiparticle aHydro (aHydroQP) which implements the QCD equation of state via a

temperature dependent quasiparticle mass that is fit to lattice data for the entropy density

[71]. The aHydroQP formalism has been previously applied to LHC 2.76 TeV collisions and

it was demonstrated that one could reproduce the observed identified particle differential

spectra, charged particle multiplicity, elliptic flow, and Hanbury-Brown-Twiss radii [76,

77]. Using smooth Glauber initial conditions, the extracted initial central temperature was

T0 = 600 MeV at τ0 = 0.25 fm/c and the extracted shear viscosity to entropy density ratio

was η/s = 0.159 with a switching (freeze-out) temperature of TFO = 130 MeV.

In this paper, we present the corresponding determination at RHIC’s highest collision

energy. Keeping the switching temperature fixed, since this should be independent of the

collision energy, we present fits to spectra, multiplicities, etc. and extract values of η/s and

T0 for 200 GeV Au-Au collisions. Our best fits to the spectra resulted in T0 = 455 MeV

at τ0 = 0.25 fm/c and η/s = 0.179. With these values, we find good agreement with the

available data for the identified particle spectra, elliptic flow in non-central centrality classes,

charged particle multiplicities, and identified particle multiplicities across a broad range

of centrality classes. The resulting parameter set for the highest RHIC energies will be

useful in other contexts where aHydro is being used for background evolution, e.g. for

bottomonium suppression calculations [80–85]. In addition, this study will serve as a baseline

for future work including, e.g., varying the initial momentum-space anisotropy, fluctuating
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initial conditions, finite density, etc.

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we present our setup and background

for the aHydroQP calculations. In Sec. III we present our main results and compare to

experimental data from PHENIX, PHOBOS, and STAR collaborations. In Sec. IV we

summarize our findings and present an outlook for the future.

CONVENTIONS AND NOTATION

The Minkowski metric tensor is taken to be “mostly minus”, i.e. gµν = diag(+,−,−,−).

The transverse projection operator ∆µν = gµν−uµuν is used to project four-vectors and/or

tensors into the space orthogonal to uµ. The Lorentz-invariant integration measure is

dP = d3p
(2π)3

(p · u)−1.

II. SETUP AND BACKGROUND

In anisotropic hydrodynamics, we take the one-particle distribution function to be of

generalized Romatschke-Strickland form [86, 87]

f(x, p) = feq

(
1

λ

√
pµΞµνpν

)
, (1)

where λ is a temperature-like scale. One can decompose the symmetric anisotropy four-

tensor Ξµν = uµuν+ξµν−∆µνΦ, with Φ encoding bulk viscous corrections, uµξ
µν = uνξ

µν = 0

and ξµµ = 0 [56]. Taking the anisotropy tensor ξµν to be diagonal, one can rewrite the

distribution function in the LRF in terms of the spacelike diagonal anisotropy factors, αi,

f(x, p) = feq

(
1

λ

√∑
i

p2i
α2
i

+m2

)
, (2)

with i ∈ {x, y, z} and αi ≡ (1 + ξi + Φ)−1/2. During the evolution phase, m is a function

of the local temperature and, for the purposes of freeze-out, m is the mass of the particular

hadron species under consideration.
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A. The quasiparticle Boltzmann equation

For a system of quasiparticles with a temperature-dependent mass m(T ), the Boltzmann

equation is [71, 88, 89]

pµ∂µf +
1

2
∂im

2∂i(p)f = −C[f ] . (3)

The quasiparticle mass m(T ) is determined uniquely from the lattice entropy density. In

order to conserve energy and guarantee thermodynamic consistency it is necessary to intro-

duce a temperature-dependent background contribution B(T ) which is determined uniquely

in terms of m(T ) and a boundary condition at T = 0 using

∂µB = −1

2
∂µm

2

∫
dP f(x, p) . (4)

For the details of the equation of state implementation, the resulting temperature-dependent

quasiparticle mass m(T ) and background contribution B(T ), and the associated bulk vis-

cosity, we direct the reader to Refs. [71, 77].

For the collisional kernel, we use the RTA kernel

C[f ] =
p · u
τeq

[f − feq(T )] . (5)

The relaxation time for massive quasiparticles is

τeq(T ) = η̄
E + P
I3,2(m̂eq)

, (6)

where η̄ = η/s and

I3,2(x) =
NdofT

5 x5

30π2

[
1

16

(
K5(x)− 7K3(x) + 22K1(x)

)
−Ki,1(x)

]
,

Ki,1(x) =
π

2

[
1− xK0(x)S−1(x)− xK1(x)S0(x)

]
, (7)

where Ndof is the number of degrees of freedom, Kn are modified Bessel functions of the

second kind, and Sn are modified Struve functions [71].

Once τeq is fixed in terms of η̄ one can calculate the bulk viscosity of the system [12].

In Fig. 1, we plot the resulting bulk viscosity to entropy density ratio ζ/s as a function of

the temperature. As can be seen from this Figure, the quasiparticle model used predicts
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FIG. 1. Quasiparticle model bulk viscosity over entropy density as a function of the temperature.

that the magnitude of ζ/s peaks at approximately 0.05 at a temperature of approximately

155 MeV. This temperature dependence and magnitude are consistent with results from a

phenomenological extraction using Bayesian techniques [90] and non-conformal AdS/CFT

models [91], however, it is much lower in magnitude than that found in Ref. [92].

B. The energy-momentum tensor

The background contribution B(T ) is added to the kinetic energy-momentum tensor as

follows

T µν = T µνkinetic +B(T )gµν , (8)

and, assuming a diagonal anisotropy tensor in the LRF, we can expand the energy-

momentum tensor as

T µν = Euµuν + PxXµXν + PyY µY ν + PzZµZν . (9)

where uµ is the timelike fluid velocity and Xµ, Y µ, and Zµ are spacelike four-vectors

which span the directions orthogonal to uµ.1 Below we will also use a compact notation

Xµ
i = (Xµ, Y µ, Zµ). The energy density and pressures appearing in Eq. (9) each include

kinetic and background field contributions with B(T ) adding to the kinetic energy density

and subtracting from each of the kinetic pressures isotropically.

1Details concerning the vector basis used can be found in Refs. [71, 77].
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C. Equations of motion

To obtain the equations of motion, we take moments of the Boltzmann equation using

an integral operator of the form Ôµν···λ =
∫
dP pµpν · · · pλ.

1. First moment of the Boltzmann equation

The first moment of the Boltzmann equation provides four equations

DuE + Eθu +
∑
i

PiuµDiX
µ
i = 0 ,

DiPi + Piθi − EX i
µDuu

µ −
∑
j

PjX i
µDjX

µ
j = 0 , (10)

where i ∈ {x, y, z} and j = {x, y, z}\{i}. For example, for i = x, j ∈ {y, z}. Above, Du

is the comoving derivative along the direction of the fluid velocity, Du = uµ∂µ. Likewise,

Di = Xµ
i ∂µ.

2. Second moment of the Boltzmann equation

For the second moment we encounter the rank three tensor

Iµνλ ≡
∫
dP pµpνpλf(x, p) , (11)

which can be expanded in the vector basis as

Iµνλ = Iuuµuνuλ +
∑
i

Ii
[
uµXν

i X
λ
i +Xµ

i u
νXλ

i +Xµ
i X

ν
i u

λ
]
, (12)

with i ∈ {x, y, z} and

Ii = αα2
i Ieq(λ,m) ,

Ieq(λ,m) = 4πÑλ5m̂3K3(m̂) , (13)

where α =
∏

i αi, m̂ = m/λ, and Ñ = Ndof/(2π)3 [56].

We obtain three equations of motion from the diagonal projections of the second moment
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of the Boltzmann equation using XµXν∂αIαµν , YµYν∂αIαµν , and ZµZν∂αIαµν giving [71]

DuIi + Ii(θu + 2uµDiX
µ
i ) =

1

τeq

[
Ieq(T,m)− Ii

]
, (14)

where, once again, i ∈ {x, y, z}.

3. The effective temperature

In the above equations we have eight unknowns ui, αi, λ, and T and seven equations (four

from the first moment and three from the second moment). To close the equations we obtain

the effective temperature T from the non-equilibrium energy density, E(α, λ,m) = Eeq(T ).

This is referred to as the matching condition. In RTA, this matching condition is a direct

consequence of enforcing energy-momentum conservation. The resulting matching condition

is

H3(α, m̂)λ4 = H3,eq(1, m̂eq)T
4 , (15)

with m̂eq = m/T . The function H3 and its efficient evaluation are described in Appendix B

of Ref. [77].

D. Freeze-out prescription

To convert from a fluid description to a particle description, we use the same form for

the one-particle distribution function (2) as used in the evolution. We first extract a fixed

energy density hypersurface corresponding to an effective temperature of TFO = 130 MeV

and extract the microscopic parameters (αi, λ,u) on the hypersurface. We then loop over

370 hadrons and hadron resonances indexed by i and integrate over the hypersurface(
p0
dN

d3p

)
i

=
Ni

(2π)3

∫
fi(x, p) p

µd3Σµ , (16)

to extract the hadronic spectra. Above, the mass in the distribution function is the mass

of the ith hadron and Ni counts the number of internal degrees of freedom (spin, etc.) for

hadron species i. For details on the hypersurface parameterization used and other details,

we refer the reader to Sec. VI of Ref. [93]. The resulting parameterized hypersurface and
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microscopic variables are then exported in a format suitable for use by Therminator 2

[94]. We produced a customized version of Therminator 2 which allows for an ellipsoidally-

deformed distribution function on the freeze-out hypersurface. This customized version takes

care of all hadronic production, decays, and resonance feed downs. The 3+1d aHydroQP

code and the customized version of Therminator 2 are both available publicly using the URL

found in Ref. [95].

In this context, we should mention that the freeze-out prescription outlined above

only matches the “kinetic” contribution to the energy-momentum tensor and discards

the background contribution B at freeze-out. In order to incorporate this contribution

self-consistently one would have to freeze-out to a hadron resonance gas model which also

includes a background (mean field) term. As such, we currently ignore this contribution

to the energy-momentum tensor. One can assess/estimate the size of this background field

contribution by comparing the relative contribution of B to the total energy density at

TFO = 130 MeV. Computing Beq/Eeq at TFO one finds that B contributes approximately

2.8% to the energy density.2

Finally, we should also discuss the degree to which our quasiparticle EoS reproduces the

equation of state of a non-interacting hadron gas at freeze-out. For this purpose we summed

over 370 hadrons from the Particle Data Group listings, taking into account the appropriate

quantum statistics for each particle. We find that at T = 130 MeV, the quasiparticle EoS

energy density is -2.5% different than the hadron resonance gas result and the pressure is

-9.4% different. As a result, we only conserve energy to within 2.5% at freeze-out coming

from a slight mismatch between our EoS and a free hadron gas.

III. RESULTS

We now turn to our phenomenological results. We consider
√
sNN = 200 GeV Au-Au

collisions and compare to data from the PHENIX, STAR, and PHOBOS collaborations. In

all results presented herein, we used our customized version of Therminator 2 to Monte-

Carlo sample production and decays based on the freeze-out hypersurface and microscopic

parameters provided by aHydroQP. Depending on the observable and the centrality class

considered, we used between 10,500 and 100,500 Monte-Carlo sampled hadronic produc-

2A similar computation using the evolved non-equilibrium B confirms this number.
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tion/decay events. In all plots, the shaded bands surrounding the theory results indicate

the statistical uncertainty associated with the hadronic production/decay sampling.

A. Initial conditions

For the initial conditions, we assume the system to be initially isotropic in momentum

space (αi(τ0) = 1), with zero transverse flow (u⊥(τ0) = 0), and Bjorken flow in the longitu-

dinal direction (ϑ(τ0) = η). In the transverse plane, the initial energy density distribution

is obtained from a “tilted” Glauber profile [96]. The profile function used was a linear com-

bination of smooth Glauber wounded-nucleon and binary-collision density profiles, with a

binary-collision mixing factor of χ = 0.145. In the rapidity direction, we used a profile with

a central plateau and Gaussian “tails” in the fragmentation region

ρ(ς) ≡ exp
[
−(ς −∆ς)2/(2σ2

ς ) Θ(|ς| −∆ς)
]
. (17)

The parameters entering Eq. (17) were fitted to the observed pseudorapidity distribution

of charged hadrons with the results being ∆ς = 1.4 and σς = 1.4. The variable ∆ς sets

the initial width of the central plateau and the variable σς sets the initial width of the

fragmentation Gaussians.

The resulting initial energy density at a given transverse position x⊥ and spatial rapidity

ς was computed using

E(x⊥, ς) ∝ (1− χ)ρ(ς)
[
WA(x⊥)g(ς) +WB(x⊥)g(−ς)

]
+ χρ(ς)C(x⊥) , (18)

where WA,B(x⊥) is the wounded nucleon density for nucleus A or B, C(x⊥) is the binary

collision density, and g(ς) is the tilt function. The tilt function is defined through

g(ς) =


0 if ς < −yN ,

(ς + yN)/(2yN) if −yN ≤ ς ≤ yN ,

1 if ς > yN ,

(19)

where yN = log(2
√
sNN/(mp +mn)) is the nucleon momentum rapidity [96].
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FIG. 2. Pion, kaon, and proton spectra compared to experimental observations by the PHENIX

collaboration [97]. The panels show the centrality classes (a) 0-5%, (b) 5-10%, (c) 10-15%, (d)

15-20%, (e) 20-30%, and (f) 30-40%.

B. Particle spectra and multiplicities

Based on our earlier study of 2.76 TeV collisions at LHC [77], we fix the switching (freeze-

out) temperature to be TFO = 130 MeV. This leaves the shear viscosity to entropy density

ratio η̄ = η/s and initial central temperature T0 (center of the system for a b = 0 collision)

as independent parameters. As done is our prior works, we assume that η̄ is independent
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FIG. 3. Left panel: The ratio ∆ defined in Eq. (20) in the 0-5% centrality class using the full

distribution (solid) and the isotropic distribution (dashed). Right panel: Same in the 20-30%

centrality class. In both panels the solid blue, dashed red, long-dashed green lines, show ∆ for

pions, kaons, and protons, respectively.
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FIG. 4. Identified particle multiplicities as a function of centrality. From top to bottom, the

particles shown are π+, K+, p, φ, and Ω++Ω−. The data for π+, K+, and p are from the PHENIX

collaboration [98]. Data for the φ meson production are also from the PHENIX collaboration [99].

The data for Ω+ + Ω− comes from the STAR collaboration [100]. The aHydroQP theory results

are binned using the centrality bins used by PHENIX collaboration for π+, K+, and p.

of the temperature. In order to fit T0 and η̄, we compared model predictions with the

observed pion, proton, and kaon spectra in the 0-5% and 30-40% centrality classes. Based
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FIG. 5. Theory to data ratio for identified particle multiplicity (shown in Fig. 4). For this figure,

we rebinned the theory predictions for the φ and Ω+ + Ω− to match with the experimental bins.

on these comparisons, we obtained T0 = 455 MeV at τ0 = 0.25 fm/c and η̄ = 0.179. The

resulting fits to the pion, kaon, and proton spectra are shown in Fig. 2 and compared to

experimental data from the PHENIX collaboration [97]. As can be seen from this figure,

the model provides a good description of the identified particle spectra with this parameter

set. In high centrality classes, we see that the model underestimates hadron production at

large transverse momentum, pT >∼ 1.5 GeV.

While the agreement with the identified particle spectra is not perfect, it is better than

what has been achieved in the past using past standard vHydro and aHydro results obtained

using the same initial conditions. The reasons for this are most likely twofold: (1) the in-

clusion of the bulk viscous corrections to the evolution and freeze-out distribution function

and (2) the anisotropic freeze-out procedure which does not linearize around an isotropic

equilibrium background. To assess the impact of the anisotropic (viscous) corrections to

the identified particle spectra one can recompute hadron production assuming an isotropic

distribution function using only the local effective temperature as input and take the differ-

ence of the spectra obtained this way with the spectra obtained using the full aHydroQP

distribution function. To quantify this we introduce

∆ ≡
[(

dN

dpT

)
aniso

−
(
dN

dpT

)
iso

]/( dN
dpT

)
iso

, (20)
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This quantity is plotted in Fig. 3 for the 0-5% and 20-30% centrality classes. As one can see

from Fig. 3 there is a sizable correction coming from the viscous δf which seems to grow

larger as the mass of the particle increases. From this result we learn that the integrated

effect of the viscous correction on the particle spectra in both the 0-5% and 20-30% central

classes is as large as 50-100% depending on the pT and particle species considered. We note

that the magnitude of the relative correction is roughly the same in both centrality classes

and that the different particle species level corrections are also similar. Additionally, we

note that we repeated this exercise in all centrality classes and found similar results.

In Fig. 4 we present our results for the identified particle multiplicities as a function

of centrality. From top to bottom, the particles shown are π+, K+, p, φ, and Ω+ + Ω−.

The data for π+, K+, and p are from the PHENIX collaboration [98]. The data for the φ

meson are also from the PHENIX collaboration [99]. The data for Ω+ + Ω− comes from the

STAR collaboration [100]. The aHydroQP theory results are binned in the centrality bins

used by PHENIX collaboration for π+, K+, and p. As this figure demonstrates, aHydroQP

coupled to our customized version of Therminator 2 is able to reproduce the centrality

dependence of the observed identified particle multiplicities quite well. This is particularly

interesting because we have a single iso-thermal switching (freeze-out) temperature which

is quite low, TFO = 130 MeV, and we are able to reasonably-well reproduce the observed

identified particle multiplicities, not only for central collisions, but across many centrality

classes. That said, based on the theory to experiment ratios shown in Fig. 5 we see that there

is an approximately 20% difference in the proton multiplicity in the 0-5% centrality class

and an approximately 35% difference in the Ω+ + Ω− multiplicity in the most central bin.

These discrepancies could have their origins in the assumptions made during the aHydroQP

evolution, freeze-out (single freeze-out with no chemical potentials), and/or the production

and decays implemented by Therminator 2.

In Fig. 6 we present a comparison of our model predictions for the charged particle mul-

tiplicity as a function of pseudorapidity compared to experimental data from the PHOBOS

collaboration [101]. In panel (a) we show centrality classes in the range 0-25% and in panel

(b) we show centrality classes in the range 25-50%. We find that aHydroQP does a good job

in reproducing the observed charged particle multiplicity as a function of pseudorapidity in

a wide range of centrality classes.

Turning to collective flow, we will now present results for v2. In all cases, the theoretical
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FIG. 6. aHydroQP results for charged particle multiplicity in different centrality classes (solid

lines) compared to experimental data from the PHOBOS collaboration [101]. Panel (a) shows

centrality classes in the range 0-25% and panel (b) shows centrality classes in the range 25-50%.

result is computed using the event-plane method. Because we use smooth Glauber initial

conditions, we do not compute the higher-order harmonics. In addition, for v2 we don’t

expect to reproduce observations in the most centrality classes since, in such classes, elliptic

flow is sensitive to event-by-event fluctuations in the geometry which are not captured by

our initial conditions.

We start with Fig. 7 which shows the elliptic flow for charged particles in four different

centrality classes: (a) 0-10%, (b) 10-20%, (c) 20-30%, and (d) 30-40%. The solid red line

is the aHydroQP prediction and the points are observations by the PHENIX collaboration

[102]. As can be seen from this figure, aHydroQP (black line) describes the observed charged-

particle v2 as a function of transverse momentum reasonably well given the simplicity of the

model. We notice that in the most centrality class (0-10%) we are underestimating the

magnitude of v2, but this is to be expected since we have used smooth initial conditions. In

the 20-30% and 30-40% centrality classes (bottom row) we see that aHydroQP over predicts

v2 at high transverse momentum. In standard viscous hydrodynamics, one sees a larger

“downward bending” of v2 at high pT due to the viscous correction to the one-particle dis-

tribution function [103], however, such large corrections to one-particle distribution function

call into doubt the suitability of using only terms that are linear in the viscous tensor. In

aHydroQP, there is no such truncation and terms of infinitely high order in the momentum-

space anisotropies are resummed [61]. As a result, aHydroQP predicts a smaller viscous
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FIG. 7. Elliptic flow for charged particles in four different centrality classes: (a) 0-10%, (b) 10-20%,

(c) 20-30%, and (d) 30-40%. The solid black line is the aHydroQP prediction and the points are

observations by the PHENIX collaboration [102]. The experimental errors reported by the PHENIX

collaboration are smaller than the point size used. For comparison, the red dashed line shows the

result obtained when an isotropic freeze-out prescription with the same effective-temperature is

used.

correction to the ideal hydrodynamics result for the distribution function and hence over-

shoots the data more than standard second-order viscous hydrodynamics treatments do. In

order to illustrate this explicitly, in Fig. 7 we have included a curve (red dashed) showing the

charged elliptic flow which results if one ignores the momentum-space anisotropy present on

the freeze-out hypersurface (similar to how we studied the effect of momentum-anisotropy

on the particle spectra in Fig. 3). As can be seen by comparing the black and red dashed

lines in Fig. 7, there is at best only a small effect on the charged particle elliptic flow when

comparing anisotropic vs isotropic freeze-out. This stands in stark contrast to the large cor-

rections seen when changing from isotropic to anisotropic freeze-out in the identified particle

spectra Fig. 3.

In Fig. 8 we present our results for the identified particle elliptic flow for pions, kaons,

and protons as a function of transverse momentum. We compare our model predictions with
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FIG. 8. aHydroQP results for the identified particle elliptic flow as a function of transverse momen-

tum compared to experimental data from the PHENIX collaboration [104]. The blue solid line, red

dashed line, and green dotted lines are the aHydroQP predictions for pions, kaons, and protons,

respectively. The blue squares, red triangles, and green circles are experimental observations. The

panels (a)-(f) show the centrality classes 0-10%, 10-20%, 20-30%, 30-40%, 40-50%, and 50-60%.

experimental observations available from the PHENIX collaboration [104]. The blue solid

line, red dashed line, and green dotted lines are the aHydroQP predictions for pions, kaons,

and protons, respectively. The blue squares, red triangles, and green circles are experimental

observations. As can be seen from this figure, the mass ordering observed is qualitatively

reproduced, however, the agreement with the RHIC data is poorer than what was found
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FIG. 9. Comparison between our aHydroQP model results for the integrated elliptic flow versus

pseudorapidity and experimental data from the PHOBOS collaboration [105, 106]. The aHydroQP

results are indicated by a solid red line and the PHOBOS data by black points with error bars.

The experimental error bars include both statistical and systematic uncertainties.

when comparing to ALICE data from LHC 2.76 TeV collisions [76, 77]. We also note that in

all cases shown, the kaon elliptic flow is not well reproduced. This is similar to what other

modern viscous hydrodynamics codes coupled to hadronic afterburners have found when

including bulk viscous effects at RHIC energies [107, 108].

Finally, in Fig. 9 we present a comparison between our aHydroQP model results for the

integrated elliptic flow versus pseudorapidity and experimental data from the PHOBOS

collaboration [105, 106]. The aHydroQP results are indicated by a solid red line and the

PHOBOS data by black points with error bars. The experimental error bars include both

statistical and systematic uncertainties. As can be seen from this figure, aHydroQP does a

quite good job in reproducing the overall shape of the elliptic flow versus pseudorapidity,

however, the aHydroQP model results have a slightly wider profile than the experimental

observations. This should be contrasted with aHydroQP applied to LHC 2.76 TeV energies

where it was found that the elliptic flow dropped off too slowly to accurately describe the

experimental observations of the ALICE collaboration [77]. Explanations for the discrep-

ancy could include our assumption of a temperature-independent shear viscosity to entropy

density ratio or event plane decorrelation in the rapidity direction. We plan to investigate

these effects in the context of aHydroQP in a forthcoming publication.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

In this paper we have applied the aHydroQP formalism to phenomenological predictions

for a variety of observables measured at RHIC highest beam energies. We presented compar-

isons of identified particle spectra in different centrality classes, charged particle multiplicity

versus pseudorapidity, identified particle multiplicity versus centrality across a wide range

of particle species, identified particle elliptic flow versus transverse momentum, and charged

particle elliptic flow as a function of transverse momentum and rapidity. We used the same

aHydroQP and hadronic production/feed down codes that were used previously to describe

LHC 2.76 TeV data.

The aHydroQP hydrodynamic model used includes effects of both shear and bulk viscosi-

ties in addition to an infinite number of transport coefficients computed self-consistently in

the relaxation time approximation. To convert to the final state hadrons, we used anisotropic

Cooper-Frye freeze-out performed on a fixed-energy-density hypersurface and computed the

production/feed down using a customized version of Therminator 2. We found good agree-

ment with many heavy-ion collision observables using only smooth Glauber initial conditions

parameterized by an initial central temperature of T0 = 455 MeV, a constant shear viscosity

to entropy density ratio η/s = 0.179, and a switching (freeze-out) temperature of TFO = 130

MeV.

Looking forward, the next hurdles on the aHydroQP front are to include the off-diagonal

momentum-space anisotropies in the calculation and to produce results with fluctuating

initial conditions. In addition, we are currently studying the effects of different parameteri-

zations of the temperature dependence of η/s. The results presented here should provide a

baseline for these future works.
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